
Case study 3: Geen nieuws van betekenis. On Constantijn Huygens. 

1. Introduction 

In the seventeenth century, the goal, content, method and institutional setting of science were 
transformed (see case study one, and notes). The ePistolarium contains letters from some of 
the key figures of what is referred to as the Scientific Revolution. So you might expect the 
ePistolarium to be full of deep, philosophical letters in the style of the famous Leibniz-Clarke 
correspondence.1 If you expect anything like this, you will be bitterly disappointed. 
Sometimes historians of science complain that these letters deal with mundane and 
insignificant affairs. Pace Spinoza, seventeenth-century scholars did not contemplate things 
sub specie aeternitatis. Typical in its apparent meaninglessness is the following letter from 
Suzanna Hoefnagel to Constantijn Huygens: 

Er is hier geen nieuws. ‘Men wacht onsen hartooch met synen eene arm; die neemt weer 8 of 9 dusent 
volcx aen op syn eygen borse; de rest moocht ghy al wt ander liens brieve hooren. Spinola leyt ergens te 
Brecht met al syn volck daerontrent; men seyt, dat hy wel 8 dusent siecken heeft. Men seyt, dat prins 
Henrick op is; ick en weter geen recht bescheit af; ik meyn, dat Syn E. noch te Roosendael is.’ .... 

15 October 1622. 

Allen groeten u. Uit Antwerpen hoor ik niets. 

It should not come as a surprise. Letters (unless dedicated to a patron, such as Galileo’s letter 
to the Grand Duchess Cristina) are not philosophical treatises. Correspondence had other 
functions: exchanging information, keeping in touch. From this perspective the letter gains 
new significance. It begins and ends with the remark that there is no news. But why send a 
letter if there’s nothing to say? Interesting, too, is that the remark that there is no news is 
followed by news. This leads to the following questions:  

What was the role of news in the Republic of Letters?  

- What was news? Wat wasn’t news? 
- Which needs were met by the news service?  
- Is there a connection with contemporary scientific change?  

2. First experiments:  

To gain an impression of the role of news, you can search for news-related terms. Consider 
the following list of terms. The letters themselves often suggest new search terms:  

nieuws 207 hits 
nieuwtje* 2 hits  
nouvelles 772 hits 
“geen nieuws” 33 hits 
 “weinig nieuws”  6 hits 
																																																													
1	H.G.	Alexander	(ed.),	The	Leibniz-Clarke	Correspondence	(Manchester	1978).	The	correspondence	deals	with	
subjects	such	as	the	nature	of	space	and	time,	the	principle	of	sufficient	reason,	the	relation	between	God’s	
intelligence	and	volition,	and	ideals	of	government.	The	letters	of	the	Leibniz-Clarke	correspondence	were	
dedicated	to	Caroline	of	Ansbach.	It	was	not	a	private	exchange	but	more	a	public	duel.	It	is	therefore	of	an	
altogether	different	character	than	the	letters	in	the	ePistolarium.	



“aucune nouvelle” 14 hits 
nieuwsgieri* 30 hits.  
benieuwd  8 hits 
curios 1 hit  
curious 12 hits 
berigt 7 hits 
bericht 288 hits 
“geen bericht” 6 hits  
“niets te melden” 5 hits 
“op de hoogte” 49 hits 
gerucht 173 hits 
 
Q1: find three other news-related terms.  
 
3. No news in the correspondence of Constantijn Huygens 

Medieval philosophers approached the attributes of God in the negative way. God is not 
finite, not fallible, not jealous, not material, etc. By means of experiment, the role of news 
can be approached in the same fashion: what is no news?  

The phrase ‘geen nieuws’ is especially prominent in Constantijn Huygens’ correspondence 
(32 of 33 hits). The correspondent network shows 11 persons to which Constantijn Huygens 
had nothing to say or from whom he received no news. He was the recipient of 20 such letters 
and sender of 12.  

 

Figure 1: people with whom Constantijn Huygens had no news to exchange. Apparently, Amalia van Solms-
Braunfeld and Constantijn Huygens had little to say to eachother.  

It is a curious experience to read these letters. The remark that there is no news follows hard 
upon or is followed by all sorts of messages (often between parentheses) as in the cited 
example. That the letters which contained no news were anything but empty shows from the 
corresponding cocitation index. It is an uncommonly full screen:  

 



 

 
Figure 2: cocitation graph search ‘geen nieuws’ in the correspondence of Constantijn Huygens.  

Q2: By far most names were mentioned only once. Once the threshold is slightly raised, 
only few names remain. What might that tell us about news?  

Perhaps there was no such thing as no news. Or perhaps ‘no news’ was itself remarkable. 
Above all it seems to point to a craving for information, as the following quotations clearly 
suggest:  

Nicolaas Schemlzing to Constantijn Huygens 1629-02-03: Ik kan u geen nieuws melden, ‘dann ik binn 
hier in een land, daer niemand curios is, om wat to weeten, dann alleen om kopmanschaft. Ik verlange 
selbst bei die gode vründen to wezen.’ 

Constantijn Huygens to Amalia van Solms-Braunfels 1636-08-24: Er is hier niets geen nieuws. ‘Tout le 
divertissement qu'on y a, provient des nouvelles de France […]’.  

These letters testify to the birth of a modern news sensitivity. The consumption of news has 
become a way to spend the time, an entertaining distraction. It also functions as ‘material’ for 
communication – in the same way that one might talk about the weather. The content of the 
message is not what matters; but the fact that there is communication. Awkward silences are 
not restricted to the dinner table. 

Constantijn Huygens was not always interested in exchanging news. In a letter to his father  
Christiaan Huygens sr. he writes: ‘Moeder schrijft mij allerlei nieuwtjes, maar ik zou liever 
hooren, wat er in het politieke leven gebeurt.’2 It is potential source material for cultural 
histories of family life. Here is another example from the same family. Constantijn Huygens 
jr. wanted to be informed about his brother’s activities. You can sense that he’s not only, or 
not primarily, interested in the content but in contact:  

vous ne m'en donnez aucune nouvelle. Vous avez aussi sans doubte essayé dans le tuyau le premier 
verre, et vous ne voulez pas que jusqu'a present j'en sasche rien. Quae ista invidia est? Je vous prie de 

																																																													
2	Constantijn	to	Christiaan	sr.	1622-02-04.	Emphasis	added.		



commencer à me considerer comme un grand interessé dans la noble manufacture, et de ne me tenir pas 
dans une ignorance si honteuse, sur tout a cette heure que selon les apparences nous avons encor une 
semaine a sejourner icy.3  

Again, correspondence does not have to have much content. That the predicate ‘having 
meaning’ is not included in the subject ‘news’, follows from the repeated recurrence of 
remarks like: ‘geen nieuws van eenige beteekenis.’4 The letter from Constantijn jr. to 
Christiaan jr. sheds light on this. It was a way of keeping in touch, letting someone know 
you’re thinking about them, a sign of good will, of keeping an obligation.  

4. The first information society. News as duty.  

Preferably, correspondents did have something to say. You can almost sense the 
disappointment of many letters: ‘Uw laatste brief bracht geen nieuws en ook ik heb niets te 
melden.’5 As mentioned, even letters without news provide all sorts of information. A 
completely empty letter was no option.6 The remark that there is no news is often 
accompanied by apologies. This, and the reproachful tone of Constantijn Huygens jr. to his 
brother draws attention to the ‘moral economy’ of news exchange. 

In his classic Matters of Exchange, Harold Cook has pointed out that the seventeenth-century 
rise of an fact and utility oriented science is closely linked to the simultaneous rise of the first 
information society.7 The correspondences of the ePistolarium formed the vital network, the 
blood circulation, of this information society. Not only is it possible to visualize these 
networks, the letters themselves time and again testify to the importance of information 
exchange.  

 

																																																													
3	Constantijn	Huygens	jr.	to	Christiaan	jr.	1682-04-06.	Family	and	business	relations	are	intentionally	blurred	
here.		
4	Constantijn	Huygens	(1596-1687)	to	Amalia	van	Solms-Braunfels	1641-09-07.	
5	Amalia	van	Solms-Braunfels	to	Constantijn	Huygens	1662-03-22.	
6	Candice	Delisle,	‘‘The	Spices	of	Our	Art’.	Medical	Observation	in	Conrad	Gessner’s	Letters’	in:	D.	v.	Miert	(ed.),	
Communicating	Observations	in	Early	Modern	Letters	(1500-1675):	Epistolography	and	Epistemology	in	the	Age	
of	the	Scientific	Revolution	(London	2013)	23.	I	would	like	to	thank	Dirk	van	Miert	for	this	reference.		
7	H.	Cook,	Matters	of	Exchange.	Commerce,	medicine	and	science	in	the	Dutch	Golden	Age	(New	Haven	2007).		



Figure 3: correspondent netwerk Constantijn Huygens ‘op de hoogte’. These people kept Constantijn Huygens 
informed or were informed by him.  

The moral economy of news was based on two pillars. (1) The duty to keep abreast of the 
latest news and (2) the duty to keep others informed. The imperative demand ‘houd mij goed 
op de hoogte’ is common.8 Requests could also be formulated as a question: ‘zou u zo 
vriendelijk willen zijn, etc…’  

Those who provided news, could expect something in return. More news, for example. ‘Houd 
mij op de hoogte, als er aardige dingen in Friesland uitkomen; ik zal voor u hetzelfde doen 
met de dwaasheden, die anderen en ik uitgeven.’9 Information exchange was reciprocal, as is 
especially clear from the correspondence between Constantijn Huygens and Amalia Solms-
Braunfels.10    

Correspondents thanked each other for the information. Or as Constantijn Huygens promised:  
‘Als gij mij op de hoogte wilt houden van uwe studie, doet gij mij veel genoegen.’11 And 
indeed he thanked them if they obliged: ‘Zeer dank ik u voor uwe moeite, om mij op de 
hoogte te stellen.’12 All this may disappoint a historian looking for deep philosophical 
reflections. But letters like these are not without meaning. They confirm a relationship and 
encourage to continue in the same way.  

It is interesting to see what happens when somebody doesn’t respond quickly enough. A 
reminder could be send. Thus, Constantijn Huygens received various letters requesting or 
urging him to let something know.13 Some of Constantijn Huygens’ correspondents were 
insulted when he had told them they were negligent. All this draws attention to the duty of 
news reporting:      

Hierbij gaan lijsten van de compagniën; van de meeste veranderingen heb ik u op de hoogte gehouden en 
dus uw verwijt niet ten volle verdiend. Het doet mij genoegen, dat ik al vooruit van u gehoord heb, wat 
Z.H. met de compagnieën van mijn regiment wil doen.14  

Uw brief heeft mij zeer gedaan. Ik ben bepaald belasterd, want ik houd uwe brieven niet voor mij zelf, 
maar laat ze aan velen lezen. Ook heb ik u op de hoogte gehouden van de daden van den tresorier, die 
meent, dat bevel niet te mogen opvolgen zonder een arrest van het Parlement.15  

																																																													
8	Constantijn	Huygens	to	Christiaan	Huygens	sr.	1621-03-29,	1622-01-27;	to	Abraham	Mirkinius	1637-08-04,	
1637-09-17.		
9	To	Hector	van	Bouricius	1632-04-02	
10	The	reciprocity	of	gift	exchange	is	emphasized	in:	M.	Biagioli,	Galileo	Courtier.	The	Practice	of	Science	in	the	
Culture	of	Absolutism	(Chicago	1993),	esp.	ch.	1.	Letters	were	often	considered	as,	and	included,	gifts.		
11	Constantijn	Huygens	to	Pontanus	1628-11-21	
12	To	William	Boswell	1636-10-14	
13	Eleonore	Maurice	van	Portugal	to	Constantijn	Huygens	1638-09-18;	Jan	van	Santen	to	Constantijn	Huygens	
1638-10-08.	
14	Nassau	to	Constantijn	Huygens	1639-05-01	
15	Sauzin	to	Constantijn	Huygens	1662-06-10;	compare	Constantijn	to	Sauzin	1662-06-02	



 

Figure 4: reciprocity in Constantijn Huygen’s correspondence with women. Visualisation courtesy of Nils Spelt. 
The size of the dots represents the size of the correspondence. The distance to Constantijn Huygens (in the 
centre) represents the reciprocity.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5. Scientific news 

It has been remarked that, philosophically speaking, little of interest is going on the 
correspondence of the ePistolarium. Indeed, reading the letters may be a sobering experience. 
Current events, topical issues, stir up more feelings than metaphysics. But as Harold Cook 
and other have pointed out, the rise of new epistemologies – based on facts and utility – are 
closely related to the rise of the first information society.  

On closer investigation the scientific correspondence – qua function, form and content – fits 
into this bigger picture. Again Constantijn Huygens’ correspondence provides clues. As he 

Exercise: reciprocity in the Republic of Letters 

Evidence from the letters suggests that reciprocity was an important element of in early modern 
correspondence. It is, moreover, ideally suited to visualize using digital technologies. For example, 
Charles van den Heuvel and Nils Spelt have recently investigated reciprocity in Constantijn 
Huygens’ correspondence with women (figure 4).  

The visualisation has not been made within the ePistolarium. Information from the Huygens ING 
has been analysed and visualized using Gephi: http://gephi.github.io/ 

1. Draw at least two general conclusions on the basis of figure 4.  

2. What could the different shades of red signify? What is their function in the visualisation?  

Note that the correspondence of Constantijn Huygens in the ePistolarium is based on the 1911 
edition by J.A. Worp. This dataset includes only a fraction – about 10% –  of all known letters. 
Ineke Huysman and her colleagues have made the most up-to-date database of the correspondence. 
See http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/briefwisselingconstantijnhuygens for more information. 
Unfortunately, you can only search through the metadata of this more complete database. Full text 
searches are not possible. But this is of no consequence for the quantitative analysis of reciprocity. 

3. Explain that metadata is sufficient for the quantitative analysis of reciprocity.  

4. How can qualitative and quantitative analyses of reciprocity complement each other? Think of a 
research question that can be answered using a combination of both techniques.   

5. Constantijn Huygens’ correspondence in the ePistolarium is far from complete. How does this 
undermine the reliability of conclusions reached using the ePistolarium?  

6. Can you think of ways to circumvent this problem?  

Possibly, the material from this larger database affect the results from the exercise in case study 2.  

7. Study the relation between Constantijn Huygens and René Descartes using the more inclusive 
dataset. Does it include relevant new material? If so, does it support you earlier analysis or does it 
call for revisions?      



wrote in a letter to Caspar Barlaeus (see earlier case studies): ‘Ik houd veel van hetnieuws op 
wetenschappelijk gebied.’16 And in another letter: ‘Ik stel veel belang in wetenschappelijke 
zaken, maar de tijd ontbreekt mij er diep op in te gaan. […] Als gij mij op de hoogte wilt 
houden van uwe studie, doet gij mij veel genoegen.’17 It should be noted that Constantijn 
Huygens used the term science in a broad sense, encompassing both the natural sciences and 
the humanities.  

Constantijn Huygens was an important node in the Republic of Letters. Scientific and 
political news was transmitted through the same channels. David le Leu de Wilhem to 
Constantijn Huygens 1632-06-04: ‘Hierbij gaat een brief van Descartes. Wij hooren hier 
onzekere geruchten over een beleg van Venlo.’18 Earlier, we’ve seen how important a contact 
Constantijn Huygens was for Descartes. Scholars had to keep their patrons informed about 
their progress. Conversely, patrons could derive status from controversial clients.19 

In this context it is interesting that Constantijn Huygens asked acquaintances for their opinion 
about ‘mijn vriend Descartes’.20 The desired answer was clear. In a rather curt reply, Erycius 
Puteanus mentioned he did not admire Descartes. 21 This did not support their relationship. 
Constantijn Huygens: ‘Het spijt mij, dat gij een vijand zijt van mijn vriend Descartes.’22 The 
reaction from André Rivet was more diplomatic:  

Over de Meditations van den heer Descartes en de aanvallen er op kan ik niet oordeelen, want ik ben niet 
genoeg te huis in de voornaamste grondbeginselen dezer nieuwe philosophie. Ik ben o.a. niet knap in 
wiskunde. Zij, die dat wel zijn, b.v. de heer Gassendi, zijn het niet altijd met hem eens. En wat Voetius 
betreft, ik weet niet, of de gevolgtrekkingen, die hij maakt in zijn strijd met Descartes, wel juist zijn.23 

The letter also draws attention to an aspect of Descartes’ philosophy which made it 
particularly interesting: it was new.   

6. Conclusion: nothing new under the sun.  

The twenty-first century is obsessed by news. In this regard, truly there is nothing new under 
the sun. The roots of this preoccupation can be found in the seventeenth century. Not only 
with respect to science, but also anent news and news sensitivity the seventeenth century has 
been a watershed.  

Historians may occassionally be disappointed by these meaningless letters, signifying 
nothing, when even the authors claim they contain ‘geen nieuws van eenige beteekenis’. But 
the disappointment is due to wrong expectations. The Leibniz-Clarke correspondence was 
written for eternity, but that is because it was semi-public. Most letters show scholars 
concerned with the present.  

																																																													
16	Constantijn	Huygens	to	Caspar	Barlaeus	1627-07-31	
17	To	Johannes	Isacus	Pontanus	1628-11-21.	
18	In	a	different	context,	Constantijn	asked	David	le	Leu	Wilhelms:	‘Houd	mij	op	de	hoogte,	al	is	het	maar	met	
enkele	woorden’	1633-10-26.		
19	M.	Biagioli,	Galileo	Courtier.	The	Practice	of	Science	in	the	Culture	of	Absolutism	(Chicago	1993),	esp.	ch.	1.	
20	Constantijn	Huygens	to	Erycius	Puteanus	1638-06-25.	
21	Erycius	Puteanus	to	Constantijn	Huygens		1638-12-14.	
22	Constantijn	Huygens	to	Erycius	Puteanus	1638-12-23.		
23	Constantijn	Huygens	to	André	Rivet	1642-08-17.		
 



This is what makes them significant. Firstly: the letters provided insight into preoccupations 
that have too often been ignored. Second: these networks of information existed because of 
the knowledge that was exchanged through them – from ‘nieuwtjes’ to the ‘nieuwe 
philosophie’. Thirdly, the letters hold up a mirror to the present age. Many of the deepest 
thoughts of seventeenth-century scholars have long been outdated, but the curiosity for news 
is still very much alive.   


